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ABSTRACT 
We continue the investigations concerning the eigenvalues X,, . . , A,_ 1 of a 
certain matrix A, over the integers. On one side they permit an equivalent formula- 
tion of Riemann’s hypothesis, and on the other side they are fairly uniformly 
distributed-with some characteristic exceptions. Section 1 contains arithmetic prop- 
erties of the characteristic polynomial xN(x) of A, and in particular the examination 
of xN(x) at x = 1, which leads to a multiplicative function p similar to the Mobius 
function p. Section 2 gives estimates for the large eigenvalues of A, and for the 
power sums of all eigenvalues. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The matrix 
AN=(a ) m-l ~,II 2<m,n<N7 a = if mln, m,n -1 if m+n, 
has the determinant 
I-44 
detA,=N! c -, 
l<n<N n 
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where p denotes the Mobius function, and thus is closely connected with 
Riemann’s hypothesis, which is true if and only if det A, = 0( N!N- ‘i2+‘) 
for every E > 0 [4, Theorem 14.25(C); 3, Theorem 11. Reference [3] contains 
the first investigations of the eigenvalues X,, . . . , A,_ 1 of A,: 
/X&N-; for lgn<N-1, (0.2) 
[3, Theorem 21, and, if the eigenvalues are indexed appropriately, 
n<A,<n+l (0.3) 
for 16 n < N - 1, with at most 2fi exceptions [3, Theorem 51. The char- 
acteristic polynomial 
xN(r) = det(xI - AN) 
and its normalized form 
~H(T):=X~(X)2<TIIIch,(X-nr)-1 
. . 
can be represented recursively [3, Theorem 31: 
where h,(x) = 1, 
hi= ,<~<.vkh”(r)t<~<.y(r-m) for N>l 
‘k I N 
and 
ffN(T)=hN(x)2<~<N(T-m)-1. \ \ 
(0.4) 
(0.5) 
(0.6) 
(0.7) 
(0.8) 
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The most characteristic places of iv(x) seem to be x = 0 and x = 1, for 
the rational functions h,(x) are multiplicative in N exactly for these two 
values of x (Theorem 1). x = 0 leads back to the Mobius function 
44 h”(O) = - i-44 and &(O)= c -, 
n 
l<n<N n 
whereas x = 1 transforms the question of estimates for C, G n 4 N~( n)/n into 
the problem of estimates for 
where p is the multiplicative function defined by 
P(P")=(-l)mP"l<~<~(Pk-l)-l 
\ . 
for prime powers p”. Connected with p by the identity 
(Theorem 2) is the multiplicative function 7, defined for prime powers by 
dPrn) = l<p<m(l - P-k)-l, . . 
which plays a vital role in the analysis of the eigenvalues. Theorem 2 shows 
that p has the same inversion property with respect to r as the Mobius 
function has with respect to the constant function 1. Therefore an analysis of 
the eigenvalues of A, in terms of p and r means to examine xN( X) at x = 1 
instead of x = 0. At the first glance this shift may seem to be unsuitable, since 
T(n) = O(log,n), (0.9) 
which is an elementary consequence of the distribution of primes-more 
precisely, of CpGm l/p = O(log, m). But there are indications that x = 1 is 
more appropriate than x = 0. For instance, the values kM(l) reflect the 
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whole polynomial x N( x): 
( - 1)” w 
(N-n)! 
xN( n) = ( - l)“n! - n2 &‘V,&)~ 1~ n < N, (0.10) 
[3, Theorem 41, and, as a consequence, 
(Theorem 5). The connection between the values of fN(x) at x = 0 and 
x = 1 is established in Theorem 4: 
i,(l)= c p(n) 
l=sngN 
-p[N,n](OL 
This interplay can be used as the basis of conditional proofs for a (small) part 
of Riemann’s hypothesis-which will be the contents of a subsequent paper. 
Theorem 5 implies identities for the eigenvalues (Corollary 2 of Theorem 
5) which, combined with estimates on sums over the T-values (which are 
proved in the Appendix), are the starting point for the finer analysis of the 
distribution of the real eigenvalues of A, in the intervals [ N/(m+l), N/m[ 
for small m compared with N. This is done explicitly only for the case m = 1 
(Theorem 6), which generalizes Theorem 11 in [3]: Each interval [n - 1, n[, 
[N/2] + 2 < n 6 N, contains exactly one eigenvalue h n of A,, and they all 
are of order 1. In particular, 
if n is near N, 
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where 
49 
,,~e{(m) =2.294856... 
(Theorem 3), and l(s) denotes the Riemann zeta function. 
Theorem 7 deals with global estimates for alI eigenvalues X of A,, 
N> N,: 
ReX> -r, 
Reh<z if Imh#O. 
These results can be improved substantially; therefore the proofs are only 
sketched. Probably the maximum of the real parts of the complex eigenvalues 
of A, is approximately N/7, as a consequence of the sign changes $j5(1) < 0, 
gs(l) > 0, g,(l) < 0, which imply for N > N, that the intervals ][ N/6], [ N/6] 
+ l[and][N/i’l, [N/71 + 1[ contain no eigenvalues of A,. In any case Theo- 
rem 7 is sufficient to fill the gap of Theorem 9 in [3]: For all N > N, and alI 
k > 0, 
c nk<CXkG C nk, (0.11) 
l<n<N-1 A Z<n<N 
where the A-sum is over the N - 1 eigenvalues of A,. This goes well with 
(0.3) and indicates that the exceptional eigenvalues of A,, i.e. those which 
cannot be located by the method of sign changes in Theorem 5 of [3], should 
obey certain rules of regular distribution. The general motion of CXk as a 
function of k between the two power sums in (0.11) has been studied in 
Section 2 of [3]. 
1. ARITHMETIC PROPERTIES OF xiv(x) 
THEOREM 1. 
(1) b,(x) is multiplicative in N if and only if x = 0 or SC = 1. 
(2) I, = ~(n)/n ad MO) = L an G ddn)/n. 
(3) h,(l) = p(n)/n end L(l) = La n4 ,p(n)/n. 
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Proof. Equations (0.6) and (0.1) show 
44 
=;detA,= c -, 
l<n<N n 
which proves part (2) and the multiplicativity of h,(O). For N > 1 the 
definition of hN(x) in (0.7) gives 
and in particular, for N > 1, L,(l) = C,,,lc&,(l). To prove n&,(l) = p(n) it 
therefore suffices to show 
q= c p(k) 
klN 
0.2) 
for prime powers N = pm, since p is multiplicative. This is done by induction: 
=wJIm(P”-l)-’ \ \ 
+( - p)m+l l<k~+l(pk-l)-l 
=( -q”+l 
l&k~m+l(pk-l)-' 
0.3) 
This proves part (3) and the multiplicativity of A,(l). 
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Finally if h,(r) is multiplicative in N, then in particular for prime 
numbers p z q 
A,(w)&) = h,,(x). 
But Equation (1.1) shows 
R,(x) = L- 
X-p’ 
~,,(x,=’ 1+-&+&j, 
x - Pq i 
and this implies x 2 = x and hence x = 0 or x = 1. n 
THEOREM 2. X,,,,p(d)~(n/d)=6,,,. 
Proof. Since p and 7 are multiplicative, it suffices to prove the equation 
for prime powers p”. For 
s, := P-no <?< ndPmMP”-m) 
. . 
and 
T, := c T(p”)p(p”-“)p”-” 
O<lll<Il 
we show 
and 
T,,= c S,. (1.5) 
O<m<n 
The difference of these equations yields by induction S, = 0 for n > 1. 
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(1.5): With regard to To = S, it suffices to show T, = S, + Tnpl for n > 1: 
T, - S, = c 
i 
dP”‘> 
dp”-“> dP”> dp”-‘“1 
- - 
P 
n_m 
O<m<n P” P”_“’ 
= l<~<“dPmN- P-“‘)P(P”-m)P’rl~n 
. . 
= l<~<~~(P’“~‘)P(P”-“‘)P”“’ 
. . 
= T n-1. 
COROLLARY. 
[~,$$)[~1~) =1 fir Res>l. 
Proof The convergence of the series comes from the estimate T(R) = 
O(log, n) in (0.9), and 
by Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. 
(1) lx ".17(n)/nS=n,,,S(s+m>. 
(2) c,.,lP(n)l/nS=n,.,scs+m)/~(2(s+m)). 
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Proof 
Cl- P-q c dP”‘)P-‘““) = 0 -P-7( c P-msl<rI,,lo - P-T’) 
m > 0 *>O -. . 
=1+ c p-*-“” 
m>l 
,<y<,“- P-Y 
-. . 
= c 7(p”)p-*(s+l). 
*>O 
Multiplication of these series for all primes p gives 
which by iteration proves part (1). Part (2) can be shown in the same way, 
since 
and 
(1+ P-.)( c lP(Pm)lp-m’“+lq - (1+ P-9( c F”‘” n (P’- I)_‘) 
‘WI,0 I \*a0 l<rZg* 
= c p-m” n (p’- I)-’ 
nr > 0 l<r<nr 
+ c p-(m+m 
111 > 0 
JI*(P’--l)r 
cl+ c pm-“” 
“&’ 
JI*(P'- l)Y’ 
= m~olFJ(Pm)lP-m”. n 
54 
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Proof. We compare the coefficients of the series 
c $=S(s)= c 
ll>l [n>lq[.s,%] 
[Corollary of Theorem 2; Theorem 3(l)] 
and 
THEOREM 4. 
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Proof. 
l<mqN m 
[Theorem l(3)] 
[since CL a An)/n”>(C .~,1~(n)/n~~‘)=C,.,p(n)/n~ by the Corollary of 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3(l)] 
[Theorem l(2)]. 
iN(O) = c i,N,k]@)$ c +M4 
l<k$N 
[Theorem 21 
m, n 
nm = k 
by the first equation of the theorem. H 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and the elementary result 
I%#)1 = & 4 n $ &n)/nI G 1 [2, P. 58% we have: 
COROLLAFlY. 
K,(l)1 < c 9J = 2.0725x%... forall k>l. 
nz,l 
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THEOREM 5. 
(1) 
(2) i,(4=(1-4 c +> 
l<ngN4n-4 i[N,“]O). 
Proof. Lagrange interpolation at n = 1,2,3,. . . , N shows 
XNH = c XNW I-I = 
l<n<N lsm+si~n-m 
(-1y 
= ’ ‘“(“)(n-1)!(N-n)! 12&$(x-m) l<llgN 
[Equation (O.lO)] . 
The second equation is a consequence of the first one and of (0.4). n 
A comparison of the coefficients of x NP ’ in the first equation of Theorem 
5 yields at once 
COROLLARY 1. 
c r(n) -i[N,n](l) = 1. 
l<n<N n 
This is the pendant at x = 1 to xl G n G N(l/n)?[N/,](o) = 1. 
COROLLARY 2. For all eigenvalues X,, A,, X = a + pi of A,: 
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(2) 
if A,, A,EfU and X,#X,. 
(3) 
for 6 = 0 and 6 = 1, if p # 0. 
if AEN isoforder >2. 
(5) 
if X4N isoforder >2. 
Proof. (1): We substitute x = X in the first equation of Theorem 5, 
divide by (l/X)n IGnGN(h -n), and find 
o= c T(n) X 
Ign<N 
12 h_nk[N,& 
The difference of the equation in Corollary 1 and (1.6) is part (1). 
(2) comes from part (l), since 
1 
Al-h2 
--k$= (n-A,)(n-A,)’ n-X, 
0.6) 
(3) is a consequence of part (2) with A, = (Y + pi, A, = a - pi, when we 
equate real and imaginary parts. 
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(4): The derivative of the first equation in Theorem 5 is 
Here we substitute x = A and observe that xk.(X) = 0, since A is a root of 
xN(x) of order > 2. 
(5) is established by substituting x = X into the derivative of 
observing that x N( X) = x&(X) = 0. This yields 
And finally, with regard to part (1) and Corollary 1, 
2. ESTIMATES FOR THE EIGENVALUES 
THEOREM 6. Suppose N > NO, and let M := [N/2]. 
(1) M is the largest integer which is an eigenvulue of A,. 
(2) The interval ] M, M + 1[ contains no eigenvalues of A,. 
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(3) Each interval ] n - 1, n [, M + 2 < n < N, contains exactly one eigen- 
value A, of A,, all these eigenvalues are of order 1, and 
n-l+ 
7(n - 1) r(n) 
310g N 
<h,qn-- 
31ogN’ 
(4) In particular: 
Xn=n- {,logn *(,+,(s)) if N-exp( s) GnnNN, 
7(n - 1) 
X,=n-l+ {Jog(n-1) (1+0(S)) 
if M+26nfM+exp 
Proof. (1): M is an eigenvalue of A, by (O.lO), since i2(1) = 0; and 
Equation (0.2) asserts that all eigenvalues are < N. But the integers n with 
M < n < N cannot be eigenvalues by (O.lO), since iI = 1 # 0. 
(2): Suppose X is an eigenvalue of A, and M < X < M + 1. Then 
Corollary 2( 1) of Theorem 5, combined with il( 1) = 1 and i2( 1) = 0, shows 
+) c- 
iVp<ll<Nn-A 
Here we have on one side 
by the Corollary of Theorem 4, the Testimate in the Corollary of the 
Appendix, and the fact that h > M. But on the other side, 
which is a contradiction if N > No. 
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(3): Theorem 5(2) in [3] asserts that each interval ] n - 1, n[, M + 2 < n < 
N, contains at least one eigenvalue. Suppose now that there are two eigenval- 
ues Xi # X a in ] n - 1, tr [ or one eigenvalue h 1 = X 2 which is at least twofold. 
In both cases Corollary 2 of Theorem 5 gives 
that is, as before, 
which again is impossible if N > N,, since the left hand side is > 1, but the 
right hand sum is 0(1/N). 
Now let X, = n - E, denote the eigenvalue in ]n - 1, n[. Then by 
Corollary 2(l) of Theorem 5, 
c r(m) ___ = O(l), 
N,2WNm-L 
again because the values $jk(l) are bounded and gi( 1) = 1, is(l) = 0. A shift 
of indices and use of the estimate r(n) = O(log, n) gives 
r(n) 7(n -1) r(rr - 771) -_ 
Erl 1 - E, 
=c m 
Z<tll<n-M 
7(n + m) 
-’ m + O(log, N). (2.1) 
lgm<h’-n 
If we now assume E, < i, we find 
r(n) ~(n - m) 
-< c m +c,log,N 
Era 2<m<n 
Q 310g N by the Corollary in the Appendix. 
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And if E, > i, then (2.1) implies 
7(n - 1) T(fz + m) 
1 - E, 
Q c m l tc,log,N 
l<m<N 
< 310g N, 
again by the Corollary in the Appendix. 
(4) as well is a consequence of Equation (2.1): 
<n<N and +)=O(log,m) 
imply 
.(n + m) c m =o$$> 
l$fTl<N-73 ( 1 
and then (2.1) and the Corollary in the Appendix show 
44 T(n - 1) -- 
ErI 1 - E, Z<m<n-M 
={,(log(n-M)) 
Therefore E, < $, and hence 
Finally, if 
M+2dngM+exp 
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then similarly 
a 7(n - 1) 
c 
T(n + m) 
-- 
s, l--E” =-l<m<N_n m . . 
which shows at once E, > i, and then, with the r-estimate of the Appendix, 
r(n-1) 
1 - E, 
=&(log(N- n)) l+O 
( (Z)) 
= S,(log( n - 1)) 
( (z$). 
1 + 0 n 
Riemann’s hypothesis 1 Fl 26n4NXnl = ]det A,]=O(N!NP’/2+‘) asserts 
that on average 
L- n-f, 2<n,<N. 
Theorem 6 suggests to consider just the eigenvalues h, > M of A,, i.e. 
X,,E]n-l,n[, M+2<n<N. W e compare them all with the values n - $ 
by forming the quotient 
qN can oscillate between 
I-I 
1 
- = . 
.h4+eGn~Nn-+ fi 
and 
n Y-- -&=1.414... 
M+29n6N n-i 
The resulting q,-values in Table 1 indicate that at least the eigenvalues in 
]iV/2,N[- w IC h’ h are one-half of alI eigenvalues of A, -contribute their fair 
part to the truth of the Riemann hypothesis. 
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TABLE 1 
N 9N N 
10 1.018 100 
20 0.992 110 
30 1.006 120 
40 0.991 130 
50 0.996 140 
60 0.989 150 
70 1.004 160 
80 0.992 170 
90 0.995 180 
9N 
0.994 - 
0.999 
0.990 
0.998 
0.996 
0.997 
0.994 
0.996 
0.993 
N 9N 
190 1.000 
200 0.994 
210 0.994 
220 0.991 
230 0.998 
240 0.992 
250 0.999 
260 0.996 
270 0.996 
THEOREM 7. For all eigenvalues A of A,, N > No: 
(1) )Im AI < N/3, 
(2) Re X > - N/3, 
(3) ReA<N/2 if ImX#O. 
Proof. (1): We suppose that X = OL + pi is a complex eigenvalue of A,, 
and &, := I/II/N. Corollary 2(3) of Theorem 5 yields 
c i?,(l) c +w+- 4 = . _ 1 (2.2) 
l<k$N N/(k+l)<n<N/k (“-n)2+fi2 
We split the sum over k into the three sums S, [over 1~ k < k, such that 
ik(l)>Ol> s- [ over 1 G k G k, such that kk( 1) < 01, and R [over k, < k < 
N], where k, is a constant. Then we choose ca > 0 such that 
Ia - nl< c,N for 16 ng N. 
The r-estimates in the Appendix now show that for all k < k, and N z N,, 
c WW 4 
N,(k+l)<n<N,k (a--n)‘+P’ 
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and, with the knowledge of the values ik(l), k < k,, we find 
s: = c 2,(l) 2k2- 1 = 
2k2( k + 1)” 
0.131043.. . ; 
k < k, 
&Cl) ’ 0 
2k2 - 1 
s’ = c g,(l) 
k Q k, 2k2( k + 1)” = 
- 0.053670.. . ; 
L&(l) < 0 
6, = kmy ]kk( 1)) < 2.073 
’ 0 
[Corollary of Theorem 41. 
This is substituted in Equation (2.2) and then gives 
where R’ = 8,/k,, and hence 
,Bo”< -A,‘2+/A2/4+B (2.3) 
with 
A = (,(S; + S’ - R’) + c& B=&,(R’-SI). 
Equation (0.2) shows that we can choose c, = 2, and then (2.3) gives 
l&l < 0.339 when k, is large and accordingly R’ small enough. This pre- 
liminary result will be used to prove part (2) of the theorem. Afterwards we 
can choose c, = $ here, and this finally leads to l&l < j. 
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(2): Here we start with the equation 
c i,(l) c +4(n - a> = 1 (2.4) 
l<k<N N,‘(k+l)<n<N/k (n--)2+b2 
for an eigenvalue X = a + /?i of A, such that cx < 0, which is Corollary 2(3) 
of Theorem 5 if fi f 0 and Corollary 2( 1) if j3 = 0. As in part (l), we split the 
sum over k into the three sums S,, S_ , and R. These are estimated with the 
r-lemma in the Appendix, and moreover to estimate S_ we use the pre- 
liminary result ]p] < 0.339N of part (1). If then (Y < - N/3, Equation (2.4) 
implies a contradiction. 
(3): As in part (1) we start with Equation (2.2), suppose a > N/2 for the 
complex eigenvalue X = (Y + pi of A,,,, and fix k,. Then, since ii(l) = 1, 
- 2<~<vlikw c +)(N-4 < _1 
gjl,>b 
N/(k+l)<n<N/k (cx-?I)” * 
The partial sum over k, < k < N of the double sum is 0( l/k,). To estimate 
the first sum we use, from part (1) I/3] < N/3, and again we call upon the 
r-lemma in the Appendix. Then (Y >, N/2 leads to a contradiction. n 
THEOREM 8. ForallN~NOandallk~O, 
c nkGCAkk C nk, 
l<tl<N-1 x 2<n<N 
where the h-sum is over the N - 1 eigenvalues of A,. 
Proof. In view of [3, Theorem 91, it only remains to show 
c nk-CAkaO for k>fi. 
29n<N x 
By [3, Theorem 5(3)] th ere are at least N - 2&? intervals [n, n + l[, 1 Q n < 
N - 1, which contain an eigenvalue X, of A,. For ah these the differences 
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(n + l)k - Ai are positive, and in particular, by Theorem 6(4), 
Now we have not yet taken into consideration at most 2m eigenvalues, but 
for all those A, we have by Theorem 7 
1x1 -c NW < $N, 
since by Theorem 6 all eigenvalues in ][ N/2], N [ are of order 1 and therefore 
have been considered before. Hence it suffices to prove 
or 
+ 3N;gN)k>2m(3)*. 
If k 2 3N log N, then 
(2.5) 
(1- 3N;gN)i<(l- ,,:,,)““‘““G;> 
and this implies (2.5). If k < 3N log N, then the mean value theorem shows 
k 0 k-l 
= 3NlogN 
l- 
3N log N 
(0 G 0 d 1) 
’ JN:ogN(l- ,,:,gN)"""" 
k 
> 
12N log N’ 
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and it remains to prove 
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which is obviously true for k > &? 2 &. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA. 
for all natural numbers K and suitable positive constants cl and c2. 
Proof. We need two elementary results on the distribution of prime 
numbers: a formula of Mertens, 
c ~=log2x+c+o(&) 
p<x 
[l, p. 811, and a weak version of Chebyshev’s theorem, 
i< C logp< C A(n)<32 
P6.X l<n<x 
[l, p. 671, where A denotes the von Mangoldt function 
log p Nn>= (o if n = pm is a prime power, otherwise. 
(1): We start with the module 
(A.1) 
(-4.2) 
P:=P(M)=exp [ c A(n)) =: npap. 
1dngflogM PIP 
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Let q be a divisor of P. Then exactly (p( P/q) of the numbers 1,2,3,. . . , P are 
divisible by q but by no q’ such that 9’ > 9 and 9 I 9’ I P, where + is the 
Euler function. Therefore we have 
dM-P)C f+ 
qlP 
with 
[since +(p”) = ~“(1 - l/p) if m > 0, and ~(1) = l] 
since I increases with n and converges to n, > 1(l - p-“)-’ =: I. 
Further. 
(T(p”)-7(pq)b~a p-b=O(p-2-+1)), 
P 
and, as shown in the proof of Theorem 3(l), 
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which is the p-part of {, = IIJ~). Altogether we get 
c T(K+m)>(M-P)jnr[rfe,)i~cl-C~p-z(n.+l))) 
l$m<M 
r(M-M”/‘)(b,-&j 
l- c5 c p+%+l) ) 
P’P 
i 
69 
(‘4.3) 
Gexp c7 
( 
C V2j<exp(&jGI+&. 
p>+1ogA4 
Finally, the definition of P shows ++r > $log M, which implies 
CP- 
P’P 
and this, combined with (A.3) proves part (1). 
(2): We start with the same module P = P(M). Let M(q) denote the set 
of numbers t, K + 1~ t < K + M, which are divisible by q but by no q ’ such 
that q’>q and qlq’lP. Then 
c T(K+m)= c c 7(t). 
l<m<M slPtEM(4) 
(A.4) 
We factorize t E M(q): t = qijr, where 4 contains only prime divisors of P 
and (r, I’) = 1, and receive the estimate 
70 
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Gz(l+&) [since p”p+l>flogM] 
Cl2 
,<1+- 
log,M’ (A.61 
since the number of different prime divisors of P is O((log M)/(log, M)) by 
Chebyshev’s theorem. 
To estimate the third factor in (A.5) we observe that 7(r) with T < K + M 
and (r, P) = 1 reaches its maximum if r is a product of as many different 
primes as possible, i.e. if 
r= r-I P 
fIogM<p<T 
with the greatest T such that r < K + M. This implies 
C logp<log(K+M), 
tlogM<pdT 
and, by Chebyshev’s theorem, 
This shows 
T < cJog(K + M). (A.7) 
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and 
exp[2~,0~<a;j <exp( &) Gl.&> 
exp[~IO~~PG~~] 4eupjlog,(c,,log(K+M)) 
-log,(;logM)+* 
log,M 
[by Mertens’s formula (A.l) and 
<(l+$&)10g;~;2+MM). 
Combining, we have 
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(A.7) 1 
w3) 
The estimates (A.6) and (A.8) are substituted in (AS), and then Equation 
(A.4) gives 
c 7(zc+m)< 1+ 
l<VlCM ( ii&) 1og;i;2;M) c c 4Q). qlP tEw9) 
Finally we treat the sum on the right side in a similar way as in the proof of 
part (i): 
c c +)<(M+P)Ccp 
q1P tEM(q) qlp 
o <$< (1 dpb)Fb 
’ P 
<(M+P)nl$‘) 
P’P 
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< (M + M3j4)lm. 
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COROLLARY. Let C > 1 be any large constant. 
(1) c T(K+m)=l,M 1+0 
1<7fl<M 
( (&)) if KgMC. 
(2) C ““,: m, ={,(log M) l+ 0 
I<mGM 
( (s)) if K<CM. 
(3) 1 @, m, ={,(log M) 
l<m<M 
Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of the two estimates in the 
Lemma. (2) and (3) can be obtained by partial summation: 
+ c ( c ‘(K’“))N(&!+l). 
l<N<M l<m<N 
Here the short inner sums with N < exp((log M )/(logi M)) are estimated 
with 7(n) = O(log, n) and contribute 
c clog, M -= 
N 6 exp((log W/Clog; M)) N+l 
to the sum on the left side. The long sums with N > exp((log M)/(logg M)) 
can be dealt with by means of the Lemma. n 
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